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About OD&M

About OD&M

OD&M is a Knowledge Alliance1 devoted to
create, support and scale up transnational
communities of practices around the Open
Design & Manufacturing paradigm, making the
most of openness, sharing and collaboration to
create new value chains of innovation in design
and manufacturing oriented to the social good.

The Alliance actively involves Universities,
manufacturing businesses and innovation
communities of digital-savvy makers across Europe
and China, in order to co-create an enabling
ecosystem for open design and manufacturing,
leading in turn to a more innovative, socially and
environmentally sustainable manufacturing.

By creating new means and methods to strategically
connect Universities, maker communities,
enterprises and stakeholders, the OD&M Alliance
works to shape meaningful flows of knowledge
exchange, able to generate new research and
experimentation with products and processes
informed by OD&M approaches and principles.

1
The OD&M project is funded by the European Commission under the Erasmus+ Programme, Knowledge Alliances strand.
The project started in 2017 and will run over three years. It actively involves the following organizations: University of Florence - DIDA, University of Dabrowa-Gornicza, University of the Arts
London, University of Deusto - Faculty of Engineering, University of Tong ji, Furniture and Furnishing Centre, Tecnalia, Fablab Lodz, Fablab London, P2P Foundation, LAMA Agency.
The project also involves a number of Universities, SMEs, Foundations, local innovation communities and networks across Europe as associate partners.
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OD&M key objectives

Advance awareness and knowledge on
the OD&M topic, in order to increase its
wider recognition and understanding in
the larger society.

Promote
innovation
in
Higher
Education, driving new contents across
curricula, as well as innovative teaching/
learning methods based on multidisciplinarity, horizontal collaboration,
peer and project-based learning.

Build new capacities and skills able to
steer the uptake of OD&M approaches
and principles among manufacturing
enterprises, and thus foster innovation in
the sector.
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The OD&M Triangle
WHAT IS OD&M ABOUT?
Open design & manufacturing is an emerging
practice. Although the field is in rapid
transformation and no univocal definition
can be applied, it is mainly characterized by
the application of open source principles to
production processes, and by key concepts
such as open data, open software and hardware,
distributed networking, collaboration, sharing
and transparency. To many extents, OD&M
has been triggered by recent innovations
in ICT, which have enabled individuals and
organisations to organize in ubiquitous
networks and makerspaces, and collaborate
on common projects in a peer to peer logic,
harnessing web-based collaboration, open
source design and internet distribution.
Besides, the increased access to basic tools
of production such as 3D printers, computer
numeric control machines, CAD software
and electronics assembly have turned makers
into manufacturers, providing them with
unedited power and capacity to make the
most of creativity and innovation in the
current digital fabrication revolution. In turn,
this has opened the way to newcomers in the
market, which have brought about radical
new methods, practices and organisational
forms to develop sustainable and socially
innovative products and services.

Considered in its potential to infuse production processes
with social innovation principles and values, open
manufacturing opens room to cultivate radical changes
in the economy and society, able to preserve and grow the
public good while steering disruptive paths of innovation.
(Johar et al., 2015)
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OD&M Core components
COMMUNITY-BUILDING

A collaborative and open community
of young students, professors, makers,
manufacturers,
entrepreneurs
and
passionate people across Europe and China.

KNOWLEDGE CO-CREATION

An open environment for exchange and

co-creation of knowledge on open design
and manufacturing across University
staff and students, maker communities,
manufacturing enterprises and stakeholders.

INSPIRING AND MEANINGFUL
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

A safe space to discover, learn, experiment
with and get inspired by OD&M principles,
approaches and ways of making.

PEER TO PEER LEARNING
ENDORSEMENT

A digital system for community-based
recognition and validation of OD&M
learning outcomes.
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OD&M Building blocks
Investigate the topic and explore
opportunities and interests
International learning mobility for staff
Co-design contents, tools & strategies

Engage and build communities
Pilot the capacity-building
programme (Enabling Programme)

Assess impact and model the
value proposition
Follow up
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Who WE ARE

Who We Are

OD&M Alliance is powered by 5 hubs
distributed across Europe and China,
each managed by a varied composition
between
Universities,
makers
communities and enterprises.

Bilbao/Spain
Florence/Italy
Dąbrowa Górnicza/Poland
Łódź/Poland
London/United Kingdom
Shanghai/Cina
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OD&M’s Composition / OD&M’s Key competences
*COMPOSITION

Who We Are

*KEY COMPETENCES
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2018 KEY ACTIVITES

2018 Key Activites
Over 2018, the OD&M Alliance has realized:

A shared methodological and learning framework, defining
strategies to establish communities of practice, develop the
platform badging system, plan student mobilities within the
piloting phase of the project.

A final round of co-design training prototypes,
defining timelines, modalities for subscription,
expected learning outcomes.

The development and testing of the OD&M Digital

Pilots of the 4 training programmes implemented in
the 4 territorial nodes of the alliance, built around a
range of thematic challenges acting as vehicles for the
trainings and hosted on the OD&M platform

Environment, leading to a platform issuing open badges,
creating and evaluating challenges.

Definition and implementation of the key monitoring and
evaluation tools, collection of baseline and monitoring data
as planned in the assessment framework; definition and
implementation of data treatment policies and training
quality assessment procedures.

Small scale events and communication activities.
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LEARNING
FRAMEWORK

Key objective
Define methodologies to establish communities of practice, develop the OD&M
learning framework and badging system, develop training prototypes to pilot learning
and knowledge exchange in the OD&M context.

Key activities of co-design
Co-design of training prototypes workshop in London, 15 – 17 January 2018
“Enabling the Enablers” training and workshop in Florence, 23 – 25 May 2018+
Partners’ meeting in Bilbao, 19 – 21 September 2018

Key outputs of co-design
4 training programmes with detailed timelines, modalities for subscription,

ENABLING THE ENABLERS
Building Communityes of Knowledge
and Practice around Open Design
& Manufacturing

expected learning outcomes, challenge briefs, indications for the mobility
of students.
50 learning badges defined and developed
A report¹ synthetizing the work done during the Co-design workshop
A report² synthetizing the work done during the “Enabling the Enablers” workshop

Florence 23-24-25 of May 2018

A toolkit for monitoring and evaluation of the trainings and of their outcomes

1
2
3

https://odmplatform.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/D3.4-ODM-Training-Prototypes.pdf
https://odmplatform.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/D3.5_Report_Enabling-the-Enablers.pdf
https://odmplatform.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ODM-Report_V5.0.pdf
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Co-Design RESULTS

2017 - RESEARCH REPORT
Co-design has been informed by the findings of the country report (D3.1),
describing skills, competencies and the learning context in which they were
developed (i.e. formal and non-formal contexts). More detail on the research
finding and results can be found in the deliverable as well as in the 2017 report4.

JANUARY 2018

MAY 2018

SEPTEMBER 2018

Co-design of training prototypes
workshop in London

Enabling the Enablers” training and workshop
in Florence

Partners’ meeting
in Bilbao

The co-design workshop focussed on:

The meeting has been conceived as a combination of
co-design and training activities aimed at advancing the
overall shaping of the OD&M environment of knowledge,
on the basis of the preliminary research (D3.1), staff
international mobility (D3.3) and trainings/platform
co-design (D3.4) implemented during the first year and
half of project implementation Besides, the meeting
has aimed at exposing the international team of the
Alliance to a number of insights and key concepts related
to Communities of Practice, community-building
approaches and methods, co-design and design-thinking,
distributed and experiential learning. The Milestones of
all trainings, key touchpoints with evaluation and impact
assessment, communication & dissemination, digital
platform and engagement have been defined and agreed
during this three-days’ workshop.

The Mid-Term OD&M conference has
been the occasion for the alliance to agree,
confirm and launch the 4 trainings and
related components identified in London
and Bilbao, and furtherly developed during
the summer.

Building a common lexicon: endorsement and learning
recognition, profiling learners and stakeholders.
Profiling OD&M learners and stakeholders: the aim was to
define a common vision for the anticipated learning gains
from OD&M curraculum.
Defining challenges
Applying curriculum, learning, teaching and training
methodologies to these thematic challenges to
structure a potential learning experience.

4

https://odmplatform.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ODM-Annual-Report-2017-fin.pdf
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DIGITAL PLATFORM

Online Platform

OD&M PLATFORM
OD&M Platform⁵ design covered the definition
of data model, interaction flow and information
architecture, as well as frontend design and

functionalities have been completed in the first

half of 2018.

Following the indications emerging from the
Alliance co-design process, the platform is
a space for learning institutions to launch
challenges were students are enrolled, as well
as for issuing open badges recognizing soft skills
and maker competences to students.
The platform could attract more partners in the
future, and the participation of new learning
institutions as third parties to test the value
model of the platform has been planned for 2019.
During the last months of 2018, the platform has
already been the digital base for pilot trainings
implementation.

5

http://150.241.54.41
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OD&M TRAINING

United Kingdom

Citizens centred innovation and design for open and distributed manufacture
Period

October 2018 | May 2019
The training involved 3 x 15-week design challenges followed by
5 weeks of training focused on dissemination and engagement
activities related to the outcomes of the challenges.

Hours

150 hours

ECTS

14 ECTS

Challenges

Open Design For Inclusive Neighbourhood Development in
collaboration with the London Borough of Camden.
Open Design For Future Sustainable Living Algae: A material for
healthier urban environments in collaboration with Green Lab.
How Can We Design Locally, Make Globally?
In conjunction with the Fabcity initiative.

Students

A total of 36 learners subscribed to the 3 challenges.

Main Contents

An Introduction to Design Led Social Innovation: Collaboration
and Complexity - 3-hour workshop and lecture;
Re-Designing Products for a Circular Economy - a practical
workshop structured around teardown and reassembly activities.
Using Service Design Methods and Tools - structured around
persona development and scenario building.
Intellectual Property for Social Enterprise
Video Production and Visual Storytelling - introductions into
Adobe Premiere and After Effects.

Physical Computing - introduction into processing and Arduino.
Design for Digital Manufacture - introduction into design for additive
manufacture, 3D printing and laser cutting.
Industry 4.0 / Introduction to Green Lab - lectures delivered through
the experience of makerspace coordinators.
Reflection on enterprise and experience-based learning - activities
built around structured reflection of the learning experience.

Events

A series of open sessions were developed and held in London to establish
a community of practice and establish thematic challenges to act as
vehicles through which to deliver the training.
Make Camden (3-7 July 2018, Lethaby Gallery, Central Saint
Martins: UAL – attendance circa 1,000).
Public Briefing: Furnishing the Public Living Room (24 October
2018, The St Pancras & Somers Town Living Centre);
Re-Designing Products for a Circular Economy (7 November 2018,
Camberwell College of Art: UAL);
Introduction to Green Lab (21 November 2018, Green Lab);
Public Showcase of work in progress (28-29 November 2018,
Central Saint Martins: UAL);
Lecture on Open Design and Manufacture to 90 BA Product
Design students at Central Saint Martins.

Actors Involved

London Borough of Camden
Nat Hunter
Machine Rooms
Camerados (a community development social enterprise)
Heckels (a business focused on the sustainable production of luxury
toiletries and community development in Margate, UK)
Green Lab
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United Kingdom | Citizens centred innovation and design for open and distributed manufacture

A range of thematic challenges that would act as
the vehicles for the training were identified and
set as challenges to be hosted on the OD&M
platform. Networking and infrastructuring activity
involved working with the London Borough of
Camden to identify opportunities for socially
orientated design challenges that could benefit the
local authority and its communities through citizen
centred innovation. UAL worked with Green Lab
to establish a suitable challenge that aligned with
the thematic focus of Green Lab. Moreover, a
further challenge was identified relating to circular
economy and the fab city agenda. This arose
through collaboration with Nat Hunter, a key
figure in the UK maker culture associated with the
Distributed Design Platform and Machines Room
London as well as an Associate Lecturer on MA
Industrial Design at Central Saint Martins.

Italy

Design Driven Strategies
Period

November 2018 | April 2019

Hours

112 hours

ECTS

14 ECTS

Challenges

Manifattura Tabacchi: the square of the new millennium
and the digital manufactory
The team of students will elaborate some interventions
that will be experimented during the temporary events
scheduled in the regenerated space “Manifattura Tabacchi.
Open innovation for local manufacturing SMEs: the camper
sector and the new social scenarios; the furnishing sector and
the new scenarios and actors of innovation
The challenge is aimed at defining innovation projects
arising from the synergy between universities, traditional
companies, makers that can support the local manufacturing
ecosystem in the furniture and camper sector.

Students

A total of 36 learners subscribed to the 3 challenges.

Main Contents

Fourth Industrial Revolution and Industry 4.0
Collaborative economy, platform economy and circular economy
Open Design & Manufacturing
Social Innovation and Design driven Social Innovation
Theory U
System thinking
Art of Hosting
Design thinking

Events

A series of open sessions were developed and held in Florence to
establish a community of practice and launch thematic challenges
to act as vehicles through which to deliver the training.
Conference -”Modern Times - Work, Skills and Training Systems in
the Fourth Industrial Revolution” – May 2018
Lecture - The (Hard) Task Of Design In The Revolution 4.0 –
November 2018
World Café - Challenges Café – February 2019

Actors Involved

Manifattura Tabacchi Development and management srl
Centro Sperimentale del Mobile – representing entrepreneurs
of small and medium industrial enterprises, artisans operating in
the furniture and furnishing sectors with production premises and
headquarters in Tuscany
Impact Hub Florence
LAMA Development and Cooperation Agency
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ITALY | Design Driven Strategies

Design Driven Strategies is rooted in teaching and learning
approaches inspired by the concept of Communities of Practice.
Guided by expert facilitators, the students will work in team around
the ideation of innovative prototypes and projects, in response to real
challenges and problems. Besides, thematic workshops, events with
speakers at the international level, frontal lessons, networking activities
and peer reviews will guide the learners throughout the journey.

Poland

Open Design and Manufacturing through event based learning
Period

October 2018 | March 2019

Hours

150 hours (105 lessons + 45 individual/group work)

ECTS

6 ECTS (1 ECTS=25 hours)

Challenges

Human - Tech interaction
Internet of Things
Textronics

Students

A total of 25 undergraduate students participate in the training.

Main Contents

Heuristic methods: methods allowing to approach any task in open
mind and creative way
Designing web applications with elements of coding
Social Innovation and Design driven Social Innovation

Coding and designing of embedded systems: focusing on creating
HTML forms, transmitting data on the forms, and using MySQL
ICT for makers’ movement
Introducing rapid prototyping methods
Human - Tech interaction - open hardware and robotics in relation
of new society connections and challenges.
Soft skills
Internet of Things: LoRaWan infrastructure, the Things network
and Business Model Canvas;key partnerships, activities, customer
relations, used channels, streams and structure.

Events

1st hackathon in Lodz University of Technology on 17th November
2018, focusing on Human - Tech interaction - open hardware and
robotics in relation of new society connections and challenges.
OD&M students participated in Sumo Challenge 2018;
2nd hackaton focusing on Internet of Things, 12th January 2019
3nd hackaton on textronics, 9-10 March 2019

Actors Involved

Fablab Lodz
Lodz University of Technology
Manufacturing Suppliers
Local SMEs
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POLAND | Open Design and Manufacturing through event based learning

The title of the Polish program – Open Design and
Manufacturing trough event based learning – indicates its
main idea of using specialy tailored events to provide and
synchronize education in case of quite large distance between
educational institutions providing curriculum, as it is in Polish
node (Fablab Lodz and WSB Univeristy are in different cities
about 150 km apart).

The course is divided into several meetings, hackathons,
webinars and lectures, all focused on developing creative
and innovative skills used in technical examples if IT world.
Each event is performed in the ground of two Polish cities,
Dąbrowa Górnicza and Łódź, and supported by mentors
originating from them.

Spain

Prototyping artisan - a designer who makes

Period

Students

September 2018 | February 2019

A total of 25 undergraduate students participate in the training.

Hours

Main Contents

48 (14 lessons + 34 individual/group work), 2 iterations

ECTS

6 ECTS (1 ECTS=25 hours)

Challenges

Etxegoki Residence Solutions: Inclusive Urban Environments for
people with special needs
Fekoor (People with physical and / or organic disabilities of
Bizkaia) has an apartment resource with support for people with
physical disabilities called Etxegoki. Located in the Txurdinaga
neighborhood (Bilbao), this center has 30 permanent and 4
temporary places. Combining social innovation and support
technology, Etxegoki has become a benchmark among residences
and spaces that fully promote the autonomy of people, offering a
flexible and personalized support system so that its users acquire
a greater degree of self-management of their own life. Its success
is based on continuous work to create customized solutions for
each of the 34 residents.

Prototyping and Digital Manufacturing
Industrial Design
Product Design
Engineering
Social Innovation
Design for all

Events

New Training Methods for Digital and Social Transformation –
Bilbao, September 2018

Actors Involved

Fablab Deusto and Makerspace
Fekor
Etxegoki (SMEs and social organizations)
Tecnalia
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SPAIN | Prototyping artisan - a designer who makes
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MONITORING
AND EVALUATION

The following tools were created to measure project impact:
Focus groups discussion with:
HEIs representative
Students participating in OD&M
Innovative communities engaged in OD&M
Event tracker – Eventbrite and Google forms
Student survey
Interviews with:
HEIs representatives engaged in OD&M pilot trainings
Traditional organisations (SMEs, Local authorities etc.)
representatives engaged in OD&M
Students benefitting from international mobilities
Mid – term evaluation report

10 Events
have been organised in 2018
The biggest group of participating people:
students 56% | researchers 17% | makers – 5%.
80 Students
Have filled the ex – ante survey, and data have
been collected in every node of the Alliance.
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OUTREACH

Total Outreach
from Social Network
from Events
WEBSITE

During 2018 the OD&M website http://odmplatform.eu/
has been redesigned in Wordpress with a new user-friendly
interface, along with these sections:
About OD&M
Results:
- Publications and reports ;
- Activity Reports;
- Studies, Guidelines and Toolkits;
- Presentations;
- Training Prototypes;
- Videos and photo gallery;
- Articles and media;
- Documents and reports;
News
On the website, 7 articles and 8 news have been published
during the yea.r
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OD&M SOCIAL NETWORKS
Facebook: 18 posts, 4632 people reached

Twitter:37 tweets, 61.510 impressions

Moreover, OD&M partners published 60 additional contents, of
which 5 are facebook articles, 7 are publications on partners own
websites, 3 are videos, and 50 are tweets.

Twitter @ODM_Platform
Facebook @OpenDesignPlatform
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Other Publications

Partner

UDEUSTO

UDEUSTO

WSB

Action

Publicaton: Paper or
article published

Publicaton: Paper or
article published

Publicaton: Paper or
article published

Description

Title

Article in Revista de
Ingeniería

Co.Create y OD&M
Integrando el diseño y su
proceso en el marco de
la Unión Europea y de la
investigación de la Universidad de Deusto

http://revistaingenieria.deusto.es/

Year 2018

Article in Dyna
Ingeniería e Industria

El acercamiento del
movimiento maker a la
industria. Una mirada
desde el proyecto OD&M
(The maker movement’s
approach to industry. A
look from OD&M project).

https://www.revistadyna.com/busqueda/
el-acercamiento-del-movimiento-maker-a-industria-una-mirada-desde-proyecto-odm

01/03/2018

“Science and business”
no. 28 (September 2018)
- article in publication

Spreading information
about OD&M project
among Polish univeristies,
R&D institutions,
students, entrepreneurs,
NGO’S and SME’S

Link

http://wsb.edu.pl/
nib_pdf/nib_2018.pdf

Date

September 2018
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Joint international events and meetings

Title/type of
activity/event
New methods of
training for digital
and social
transformation

Aims of
activity/ event
High level conference

Type of
Participants
Open

Number of
Participants
60

Date

Place

20/09/2018

Deusto
– Bilbao
(Spain

Partners

25

21/09/2018

Deusto
– Bilbao
(Spain

Training Co-design
Workshop

to speak about the
local projects contexts,
the challenge that the
project addresses, the
participants, etc.

Partners

30

15/01/2018
3 days

London
(UK)

Training Co-design
Workshop

Event. Conferences
about the project

Partners

25

23/05/2018
3 days

Florence
(Italy)

Workshop

To visit open spaces and
new experiences.
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Local events
Link

Number of
Participants

Date

Place

Target / Type of
Participants

Foro Iberoamericano
de Ingeniería y
Sociedad Digital

https://www.
oei.es/historico/
foroingenieriaysociedaddigital/

120

23/04/2018

Asturias
(Spain)

Scientific
Community

Modern Times: jobs,
skills and education
& training system in
the era of the fourth
industrial revolutio

https://odmplatform.
eu/2018/06/06/
modern-times-the-future-of-work-knowledge-and-skills-in-the-era-of-the-fourth-industrial-revolution/

74

24/05/2018

Impact Hub
Firenze

General
Public

60

09/11/2018

Impact Hub
Firenze

Makers, Companyes,
Other Stackholders

17/11/2018

Łódź
(Poland)

General Public,
students, makers

28/11/2018

Dąbrowa
Górnicza,
Poland LAW
MATTER –

Students

Partner

Description

Title

Tecnalia

A conference by Tecnalia
for Ibero-American
Forum on Engineering
and Digital Society

High level conference

LAMA

LAMA

FABLODZ

WSB

Conference: event on
Open Innovation in the
manufacturing sector,
organised within the Open
Maker Project, it has been
the occasion to present the
OD&M programme

Hackathon at Robotic
competitions

Discussion about: the makers
movement for new generations;
how the participation in
Erasmus+ changes people’s
lives; new possibilities of
international volunteering..

Open Manufacturers

Robots for Smart
City Hackathon at
InternationalRobotic
Competitions Sumo
Challenge
Legal workshops and
Erasmus + program
meeting

https://it.openmaker.
eu/2018/11/27/levento-finale-openmaker/

340

for robot competition

sumochallenge.eu

15

student

10

makers as trainer

1500

spectators estimated

http://www.wsb.edu.
pl/index.php?p=new&idg=mg,100&id=12954&action=show

25
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Partner

Description

Title

Link

LAMA

A workshop about the
Revolution 4.0 with
Marco Tognetti

Creative movement
in education. The
development of
an educational
technological product.

https://events.europeanmakerweek.eu/
events/view/240

DEUSTO

Movimiento creador en la
educación. El desarrollo de un
producto tecnológico educativo.
Mundo Maker en Educación.
El desarrollo de un producto
tecnológico educativo

Creative movement in
education. The development
of an educational
technological product.

https://events.europeanmakerweek.eu/events/
view/240

TECNALIA

INDUS_MAKER:
Nuevas formas de
Producir y Fabricar a
través del Diseño y las
Tecnologías Abiertas

Tecnalia, in collaboration with
Enpresa Digitala, organizes a
day focused on New ways of
Producing and Manufacturing
through Design and Open
Technologies

https://www.spri.eus/
euskadinnova/es/enpresa-digitala/agenda/
indusmaker-nuevas-formas-producir-fabricar-traves-diseno-tecnologias-abiertas/14786.aspx

UAL

OD&M @ Make

From 3-7 July, the Lethaby
Gallery hosted a programme
of workshops, talks and
events dedicated to the
actions of making, sharing,
learning and listening.

https://www.arts.
ac.uk/colleges/central-saint-martins/collaborations/csm-public/
make

WSB

Technical workshop
at Textilab and
FabLab Łódź

Technical workshop at
Textilab and FabLab
Łódź

http://www.wsb.edu.
pl/index.php?p=new&idg=mg,100&id=12954&action=show

TONGJI

pitching with the local
government the creation
of a makers program in
challenged rural areas

meeting with
local government
(rural areas),
WITHRAP, local
SlowFood

Date

Place

Target / Type of
Participants

30/11/2018

Impact Hub
Firenze

Students
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15-16/05/2018

University
of Deusto
(Spain)

General
Public

40

20/11/2018

Bilbao
(Spain)

General
Public

1000

2-7/07/2018

London
(UK)

Students, makers

Number of
Participants
62

17

12/03/2018

Łódź
(Poland)

Students

15

23/07/2018

Huaihua,
Hunan,
China

Local Government
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Partner

Description

Title

TONGJI

defining with the local
government possible
timeframe and collaborations
for the creation of a makers
program in challenged rural
areas

meeting with
local government
(rural areas),

TONGJI

understending the area
and the people possible
recepient of the
project implementation

meeting with the villagers,
with WITHRAP, local
SlowFood

TONGJI

understending the
area and the people
possible recepient
of the project
implementation

meeting with the villagers,
with WITHRAP, local
SlowFood

Link

Number of
Participants

8

Date

Place

Target / Type of
Participants

18/12/2018

Zhongfang
County,
Hunan,
China

24/07/2018

Huaihua,
Hunan,
China

Villagers

25/07/2018

Huaihua,
Hunan,
China

Villagers

Local Government
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